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Bringing you closer to the experts
No limits . No barriers - talk directly
to product teams or interact with
other users. Take your business to
new heights with V-Connect.

"This is a really great website! The
technical content is awesome! As a
technician, I often consult the
Website for frequently asked
questions, knowledgebase or other
like databases before I call tech
support. V-Connect will provide me
a place to come and check for
answers to simple tasks. Thank you
for making V-Connect!"

"One of the biggest challenges for
manufacturers and distributors is
sharing information. The
industry has changed so much, so
fast that getting the correct
information quickly is essential for
good customer service. V-Connect
is an excellent resource and
includes capabilities not typically
offered by other manufacturers."

Dawn Schelenski, Certified Technician, Interconnect

Tom Czarnecki, Manager of Sales Engineering, Executone

Systems.

Communications.

Immediate access to essential
product information including
brochures, product sheets, pricing
updates and software downloads.

News and events keep you up to
speed on current information,
promotions, schedules and more.
An interactive calendar shows you
exactly what is happening and
when.

Powerful product dashboards help
you find the latest product
information faster. Quickly search
for resources or even add watches
on certain files so that you are
automatically notified when they
are updated.

Download individual files or
multiple files concurrently.
V-Connect enables you to look
through various product
dashboards and then when you
are ready download whatever you
need.

TeamTalk enables you to quickly
discuss anything of interest with
the experts behind our products.
Discuss, suggest and ask. Track
your TeamTalk cases until they are
resolved.

Search for information from
anywhere. A consistent toolbar
enables you to navigate, start a new
TeamTalk or search any dashboard.

Don't have an account?
Register today at
http://vconnect.vertical.com
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